
Since 2003 organizations have used E-Net Select to hire top performing em-
ployees, while reducing their cost per hire. E-Net Selects powerful automated
system gives recruiters, human resources and hiring managers time to focus
on key recruiting activities while reducing administrative time and expenses.
E-Net Select provides management with powerful and effective candidate
screening, tracking and reporting tools.

You can focus your recruiting time and resources on promoting your organi-
zation to get top performing candidates to apply. No more manual posting of
jobs internally or doing the mundane tasks of keying in or importing resumes.
E-Net Select automates incoming applications from multiple sources. Global
search options make retrieval of candidate information a snap.

Centralize your recruiting efforts for every position and location with one easy
to use system that is accessible 24/7 to candidates and hiring managers from
anywhere there is Internet access.

Prescreen candidates faster, consistently and with more reliability. You can
customize any number of job specific questions for your different positions.
Applicants answer the questions and E-Net Select automatically scores and
records them. The candidates are then ranked from highest to lowest scores,
so the best candidates can be interviewed first.

Communicate with your candidates quickly and easily, while tracking your
correspondence with E-Net Select’s integrated communication tools.

“E-Net Select has made our job of recruiting and selection easier and more
efficient. Our entire team of hiring managers likes and values the system.”

Director of HR

E-Net Select

Lower Recruiting Costs and
Improve Quality Per Hire

Hire the best people quickly

Reduce your cost to hire by 25%

Save up to 50% on agency fees

Cut two weeks or more from your
hiring time

The explosion of online job boards,
company career sites and email
has created a new and cost
effective way for organizations to
reach prospective employees

Organizations can capitalize by
using the Internet to handle the
inflow of candidate information

Our Applicant Tracking System
increases recruiting opportunities

Hiring top performing employees is                                          For more information:
faster, easier and saves money                                                    Select, Assess & Train 
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An Applicant Tracking System to
Streamline, Optimize and Manage
Your Recruiting Process


